BRIGANDAGE LOG #02 (03/16/2010) – Dead Ends

Recap (Dikiyoba)
We met what's-his-face the elvish jeweler and were hired by him to find the jewels that were stolen.
We were told to find a thief named Sven, and looked for him in bars. Our first attempt was a resounding failure. Our second attempt at least got some useful information on where to find him. We headed into the worst section of town, fought a few thugs, and convinced one of the thugs to lead us to the bar is hopefully at. We are just outside of it.
Also, we do not work well together at all.
DM (Nioca)
Okay... let's boogie.
You stand outside the abandoned warehouse that Wallo claimed is the Fox Paw. Small flickering lights can be seen inside a side window, and the sounds of conversation waft from within.
The moon is providing little light on this overcast night.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Well, let's not stand here. Let's go in."
I head towards the door.
Erika (Duck)
I start to get uneasy.
"I might just stay out here."
Harosh (Ephesos)
Harosh anxiously shifts his weight.
Anthony (Triumph)
Anthony plods inside after Iliau.
On second thought, Anthony says "Should we knock, first?"
Casper (Nikki)
"No. It's supposed to be an inn right? Whoever heard of knocking at a pub's door?"
Erika (Duck)
"And alert them to our presence?"
Casper (Nikki)
Casper opens the door and strides in.
Erika (Duck)
"I'm not sure that's a great idea."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Suit yourself, Erika."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Well, crap."
Harosh follows Casper.
DM (Nioca)
You push open a rather dingy door and enter the Fox Paw. What you find is not particularly overwhelming or welcoming. Musty tables, flickering candles, and moldy floors are what this place has to offer aesthetically.
However, you doubt they come here for the view. Several mugs of varying brews litter the tables. And you can't help but notice that some of them have unusual hues. You'd swear there's one mug that's even glowing.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Gripping the shovel tightly)
Erika (Duck)
I shrug and nervously follow them inside.
DM (Nioca)
It also seems not making eye-contact is an unwritten rule here. Not a single patron is meeting the gaze of another.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I follow suit on the no eye-contact thing.
Anthony (Triumph)
As does Anthony.
Anthony (Triumph)
He mutters "I just thought knocking might be polite...what's happened to manners in these troubled times?"
Casper (Nikki)
Casper tries to look around at everything at once, whilst also avoiding making eye-contact.
Anthony (Triumph)
Anthony tries to inconspicuously look for anyone who might be looking at us.
DICE
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
DM (Nioca)
Casper spots a harrassed elf hurry out of a door to the back room. She's holding a trio of mugs with dark ale in them, and plops them unceremoniously in front of an odd group of thugs.
The goblin in the center, a large bulk of muscle, promptly roars with delight and downs the ale in one go. The human on his right simply blocks it out, but the elf on his left sighs.
Elven Archer (NPC)
"Maok, keep it down."
Erika (Duck)
I make pains to always have a party member in front of me.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Perception check for Sven.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
DM (Nioca)
It's occurring to you that aside from the seven-finger thing, you have no idea what Sven actually looks like. Iliau has no luck finding him.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Harosh tries to recall any stories about a similarly odd-looking trio. (history)
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Anthony (Triumph)
Anthony quietly, stealthily, AND subtly whispers to his companions "That human beside Maok, the goblin, is watching us. So's that person in the darkened corner."
Erika (Duck)
I muffle a gasp and look at the people he pointed at.
Casper (Nikki)
"Darkened corner huh? That's gotta be him," I whisper, a little louder than necessary.
Anthony (Triumph)
Anthony shakes his head and sighs quietly.
Harosh (Ephesos)
So the harassed-looking elf seems to be the bartender?
DM (Nioca)
Seems like.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I sneak a glance at the person in the corner.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I head over to the bar and order a drink.
DM (Nioca)
There's not actually a bar, per say... the elven bartender seems to just be hovering in the corner waiting for drink orders.
Anthony (Triumph)
Anthony whispers "So, Erika, you're all streetsmart and stuff, right? How do we find out if Sven is here without looking like we're trying to find out if Sven is here?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
Then I go over there and order a drink.
Elven Bartender (NPC)
"What'll it be, sir? We've got ale, hard alcohols, oline water... take your pick."
Casper (Jewels)
I walk in and take a seat in an inconspicuous place.
Erika (Duck)
I sigh. "I'm not the most experienced thief in the world, but I'll give it a shot."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"It had better not involve stealing anything."
Erika (Duck)
I pick out anyone sitting alone, preferably as far away from anyone else as possible.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Gimme an ale. Nothing fancy."
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
DM (Nioca)
The bartender nods, and heads into the back room. He returns with a mug full of dark ale.
(Editor's note: I kept screwing up the bartender's gender. Since I can't even really remember what I wanted hir to be, I'm leaving the error in.)
Elven Bartender (NPC)
"That'll be 8 silver."
Casper (Jewels)
I cast read mind on the guy in the corner.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
DM (Nioca)
Erika has difficulty finding a seat that's by itself... this place seems rather popular, despite its grimy interior.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I fork over a gold coin.
DM (Nioca)
The bartender takes the coin, and hands you both the mug and 2 silver.
Anthony (Triumph)
Anthony sits with the others. He looks around for any metalwork that might be in need of repair.
DICE
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Thanks."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I nod and take a seat with the others.
DM (Nioca)
There's a lot of stuff that needs repair around here, equipment included. You've never seen this many battered blades before.
Erika (Duck)
I sigh and approach a random person.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I approach the bartender and ask whether Sven is around quietly.
DM (Nioca)
The random person (a dwarf) seems not to notice your presence.
The bartender looks a little startled.
Casper (Jewels)
I purse my lips and look to the goblin casting read mind again.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Elven Bartender (NPC)
"Sven? Why are you looking for him?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
How's the ale?
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"He might have some information I'm looking for."
DM (Nioca)
Very strong.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I take my time working on it.
DM (Nioca)
The bartender shakes her head.
Erika (Duck)
"I whisper to the others. The man in the corner—he's who we're looking for."
Elven Bartender (NPC)
"Nope, haven't seen him today."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I return to the group.
Anthony (Triumph)
Whispers back "Are you sure?"
Erika (Duck)
"Well, if I'm wrong, I have to pay a visit to that dwarf."
Casper (Jewels)
I smile to myself and get up. I position myself against a wall in the sight of the goblin and pull out three daggers.
I then start to juggle them.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Once more, we come so close to subtlety, and yet we fall short."
Casper (Jewels)
"This place could use some live entertainment, couldn't it?"
DM (Nioca)
The burly goblin claps and points.
Maok (NPC)
"Maok like elf!"
Anthony (Triumph)
"So do we go after the guy in the corner? Let's approach him as a group so 'ee can't get away. And one of us should watch the others' backs," Anthony whispers.
DM (Nioca)
The human next to Maok puts his head in his hands.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(To Harosh and Anthony.) "How about one of you try talking to the person in question while Casper is being a distraction? You actually have some sort of people skills."
Casper (Jewels)
I finish my show and bow then walk over to sit next to Maok.
Harosh (Ephesos)
 "I defer to Anthony on this one."
Anthony (Triumph)
"Me? People, skills? Uh...well, not really. But if you insist. Keep your eyes on me."
Casper (Jewels)
"Hello, Maok, I like you too. What's up today?"
Anthony (Triumph)
Anthony wanders over to Corner-dude and sits down.
DM (Nioca)
As Anthony approaches the man in the corner, the man glances at a dragonborn at a nearby table. The dragonborn nods once.
Then, with a single smooth motion, the dragonborn stands, draws a sword, and blocks Anthony's path.
Armored Thug (NPC)
"And just what do you think you're doing?"
Anthony (Triumph)
"Peace, friend. I'm a smith, Anthony's the name. That's a fine blade you have there, but it's a trifle worn. WOuld you be interested in a little custom work?"
Casper (Jewels)
I also cast read mind on the human next to Maok.
Erika (Duck)
"Yep," I whisper. "We found Sven."
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
DM (Nioca)
Things start happening very fast. The side-door swings open, and you notice that the man you were approaching is gone. At the same time, several more thugs rise up in unison, bearing various weapons. The other patrons clear out.
The proprietor shrieks, runs into the back room, and slams the door. You can hear stuff being dragged around, presumably to barricade the door. The dragonborn shouts to the burly goblin.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I summon a giant spider.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Oh, come on.)
Armored Thug (NPC)
"Maok, protect the archers!"
Anthony (Triumph)
Anthony tries to crush the dragonborn with his hammer.
DICE
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Combat Map: Round 1
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N
01[ :■: : : : : :■: : : : :■: ]
02[ :■:∏:■:■:■:■:■:■:∏:■:■:■: ]
03[ :■: : : : :F: : :B:T:Д:■: ]
04[ :□:T: :T:Д: :Д:T: :T:Д:□: ]
05[ :■:Д: :T:Д:G:Д:T:A: :C:■: ]
06[ :■:T: :T:Д: :Д:T: :T:Д:■: ]
07[ :■:Д:2:T:Д: :Д:T:D:T:Д:■: ]
08[ :■:5:3:1: :E: : : : : :■: ]
09[ :■: :4:T:T:T: :T:T:T: :∏: ]
10[ :■: : :Д:Д:Д: :Д:Д:Д: :■: ]
11[ :■:■:∏:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■: ]
12[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
■ = wall
∏ = door
T = table
Д = chair/stool
□ = window
A = Maok
B-D = Thug Bowman
E = Armored Thug
F-G = Thug
1 = Casper
2 = Harosh
3 = Iliau
4 = Anthony
5 = Erika
Harosh (Ephesos)
Ooh, tiny.
I'll toss some seeds at D, and cast Tanglebarb Vines.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Harosh (Ephesos)
...fail.
DM (Nioca)
Iliau, caught be surprise, fails to summon a spider.
Casper (Jewels)
I try to stop the fight before it starts and cast soothe.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
DM (Nioca)
Harosh is similarly surprised and fails his spell. The dragonborn brigand is covered in seeds.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I duck under the table then.
DM (Nioca)
Anthony, however, manages to land a powerful blow against the dragonborn (D). He stumbles as the hammer smashes into his chest.
Unfortunately, it seems that most of these people are relatively calm to begin with, and are unaffected by the spell.
Anthony (Triumph)
"Ha! Feel the might of my workmanship!"
Erika (Duck)
I try to sneak my way to the nearest enemy and try to stab it.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 6 (Stealth)
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 4 (Attack)
DM (Nioca)
Erika can't seem to find a route to the enemy dragonborn.
Enemy's Turn.
Maok idly swings a large, spiked club. But he seems to be sticking near the bowmen.
The elf that had sat near Maok (B) nocks an arrow and lets fly at Harosh. The arrow strikes Harosh in the shoulder. (3 damage)
The human next to Maok also opens up with an arrow, this one at Iliau. It strikes home in Iliau's chest. (4 damage)
The last bowman, the dwarf that Erika had threatened earlier, decides to seek revenge. As such, he plants an arrow in the ceiling.
The dragonborn thug returns Anthony's favor, swinging and connecting with Anthony's leg. (2 damage)
A human thug rushes to engage Harosh.
The final thug, a lacewing, also goes after Anthony. Anthony's caught off-guard and hit for two damage.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(note to self: cover offers no advantage whatsoever)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Be sure to yell whenever you need healing.)
Combat Map: Round 2
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N
01[ :■: : : : : :■: : : : :■: ]
02[ :■:∏:■:■:■:■:■:■:∏:■:■:■: ]
03[ :■: : : : : : : :B:T:Д:■: ]
04[ :□:T: :T:Д: :Д:T: :T:Д:□: ]
05[ :■:Д: :T:Д: :Д:T:A: :C:■: ]
06[ :■:T:F:T:Д: :Д:T: :T:Д:■: ]
07[ :■:Д:2:T:Д:G:Д:T:D:T:Д:■: ]
08[ :■:5:3:1:4:E: : : : : :■: ]
09[ :■: : :T:T:T: :T:T:T: :∏: ]
10[ :■: : :Д:Д:Д: :Д:Д:Д: :■: ]
11[ :■:■:∏:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■: ]
12[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
Erika (Duck)
I stealthily try to crawl under a table and stab dwarf archer.
Anthony (Triumph)
Anthony bellows "DEATH!!!" (intimidate roll) and swings for the dragonborn again (spends a stamina and attack rolls). He also politely asks for healing.
DICE
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 8 (Intimidate)
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 14 (Attack)
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 20 (Stealth)
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 19 (Attack)
Casper (Jewels)
I cast hypnosis on Moak. "Moak attack the archers!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
(great rolls on all the wrong actions)
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Erika (Duck)
(great rolls on ALL actions!)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I cast healing on myself and Anthony.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Harosh throws more seeds at F, and once more casts Tanglebarb Vines.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
DM (Nioca)
The dragonborn is more impressed by the hammer to the face than the yelling. He's knocked prone.
(Erika, I'll let you shift those rolls to a different target, considering you have absolutely no route to the dwarf that will get you there this turn.)
Erika (Duck)
(Who could I hit from where I am?)
(How about G?)
DM (Nioca)
(Problem is, it'd take two moves to crawl under a table, and you'd have to crawl under at least three. F's about your only target right now.)
Erika (Duck)
(F, then.)
DM (Nioca)
Erika awkwardly climbs onto a stool and stabs Thug F in the neck.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Harosh is also gonna try to step back to C9 on his action.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Faster, Nioca. I need to know whether to panic for real or not.)
DM (Nioca)
Thug F is then immobilized by thorny vines. He yells in agony.
Iliau spends 2 stamina, healing hirself and Anthony for 4.
Maok blinks slightly...
Enemy turn.
Maok (NPC)
"Maok never gets to do anything fun!"
DM (Nioca)
He yells in anger, picks up one of the (very surprised) archers, and chucks him at Iliau. Iliau is knocked flat (3 damage), and the archer lands in a crumpled heap behind the party.
Anthony (Triumph)
(LOL!)
Casper (Jewels)
(oops...)
DM (Nioca)
The elven archer is in too much agony to act this round.
The human archer, seeing what happened to his companion, raises his bow and takes aim at Casper. The arrow embeds itself in Casper's chest (4 damage).
The dwarven archer continues his vendetta against Erika, this time landing a hit to the arm. (1 damage)
The dragonborn picks himself up, brushes himself off, and then lets off a furious attack. Anthony is struck across the chest. (2 damage)
Thug F screams in agony, covered in vines.
The lacewing thug takes another swing with his crude knife, but merely embeds it in the table.
Combat Map: Round 3
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N
01[ :■: : : : : :■: : : : :■: ]
02[ :■:∏:■:■:■:■:■:■:∏:■:■:■: ]
03[ :■: : : : : : : : :T:Д:■: ]
04[ :□:T: :T:Д: :Д:T: :T:Д:□: ]
05[ :■:Д: :T:Д: :Д:T:A: :C:■: ]
06[ :■:T:F:T:Д: :Д:T: :T:Д:■: ]
07[ :■:5: :T:Д:G:Д:T:D:T:Д:■: ]
08[ :■:B:3:1:4:E: : : : : :■: ]
09[ :■:2: :T:T:T: :T:T:T: :∏: ]
10[ :■: : :Д:Д:Д: :Д:Д:Д: :■: ]
11[ :■:■:∏:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■: ]
12[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
Casper (Jewels)
(down to 3hp)
Harosh (Ephesos)
Lesser Tremor on the armored thug (E). Let's knock him down.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Harosh (Ephesos)
...
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Heal on Casper, Anthony, and myself.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Anthony (Triumph)
"How can you defeat me when you have no weapon, dragonborn?" Anthony casts liquefy on his opponent's weapon, spending a stamina to strengthen the spell.
DICE
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
DM (Nioca)
The ground trembles slightly.
Casper (Jewels)
I cough up blood then take out two of my daggers and aim them at the human archer. 
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
DM (Nioca)
Iliau manages to heal hirself, Casper, and Anthony for 5 damage (1 stamina)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Much better)
DM (Nioca)
The armored thug's sword dissolves into a puddle of gray goo.
Casper flings two knives at the human bowman, but from this vantage point, he's able to dodge with ease. Only one knife manages to nick his arm.
Casper (Jewels)
(Boo he has the same vantage as me)
DM (Nioca)
Enemy's Turn.
Maok looks on with horror at what he's done.
Maok (NPC)
"NO! Maok save you!"
DM (Nioca)
He then proceeds to lay waste to the tables in front of him, charging toward the elven archer.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(the one he just threw? gah)
DM (Nioca)
The elven archer gets up shakily, and panics. He draws a small dagger and swings at Iliau, but it's rather pathetic, and only leaves a small nick. (1 damage)
The human archer returns fire on Casper. Another arrow strikes true, this time to Casper's leg. (3 damage)
The dwarf takes up a different target. He trains an arrow on Harosh, but it embeds itself in the wall above Harosh's head.
The dragonborn has no better luck, swinging and nearly falling over.
Thug F breaks free of the vines, yelling with incoherent rage and agony.
The lacewing thug lacks such motivation, and is too busy trying to stay out of Maok's way.
Combat Map: Round 4
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N
01[ :■: : : : : :■: : : : :■: ]
02[ :■:∏:■:■:■:■:■:■:∏:■:■:■: ]
03[ :■: : : : : : : : :T:Д:■: ]
04[ :□:T: :T:Д: :Д:T: :T:Д:□: ]
05[ :■:Д: :T:Д: :Д:^: : :C:■: ]
06[ :■:T:F:T:A: :^:T: :T:Д:■: ]
07[ :■:5: :T:Д:G:Д:T:D:T:Д:■: ]
08[ :■:B:3:1:4:E: : : : : :■: ]
09[ :■:2: :T:T:T: :T:T:T: :∏: ]
10[ :■: : :Д:Д:Д: :Д:Д:Д: :■: ]
11[ :■:■:∏:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■: ]
12[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
^ = wreckage
Harosh (Ephesos)
Casting Tanglebarb on both B and F, spending a stamina. Then, stepping back to D10.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Anthony (Triumph)
Anthony attempts to blast Maok's club with liquefy, spending another stamina!
DICE
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
DM (Nioca)
The archer is caught by the barbs, and falls to the ground.
Anthony's spell hits debris, leaving liquid wood on the ground, but Maok's club intact.
Erika (Duck)
I stab at the archer's neck.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Move to C10 and summon a giant spider.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
DM (Nioca)
The elven archer is struck in the neck. He lets out a pained yelp.
Harosh (Ephesos)
That guy's seriously not dead yet?
DM (Nioca)
(He's getting close)
Casper (Jewels)
I take out two more knives to throw at the human archer. (spend 1 stamina) 
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
DM (Nioca)
A large and hairy spider appears near Iliau.
Casper's first knife bounces off a mug and clatters harmlessly to the floor. The other not-so-harmlessly lands in the archer's throat.
The spider twitches slightly, then lunges forward at the elven archer. The spider connects, and the archer screams.
Enemy Turn.
Maok continues his charge and takes a wild swing at Erika. Erika ducks just in time, as the club crashes into the wall where her head had been moments ago.
The elven archer swings with his dagger at the spider, but panic is getting the better of him, and the swing goes wide.
The human archer stumbles, and his shot at Casper seems to go wide. However, the arrow ricochets off an abandoned mug and winds up grazing Casper's arm (1 damage).
The dwarf fires another arrow. However, it's aim is so awful that it's not even clear what he was aiming at.
Dwarven Archer (NPC)
"Oh, screw this."
DM (Nioca)
He promptly enters a huff and starts walking toward the exit.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(hah)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Yes! Aim for the face, my minion!"
DM (Nioca)
The dragonborn throws another punch, but merely falls into a table from his numerous wounds.
Thug F screams incoherently and swings in a threatening manner. And that's about all it actually does.
The lacewing thug, however, is starting to realize he's in trouble. He drives his knife deep into Anthony's arm. (2 damage.)
Combat Map: Round 5
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N
01[ :■: : : : : :■: : : : :■: ]
02[ :■:∏:■:■:■:■:■:■:∏:■:■:■: ]
03[ :■: : : : : : : : :T:Д:■: ]
04[ :□:T: :T:Д: :Д:T: :T:Д:□: ]
05[ :■:Д: :T:Д: :Д:^: : :C:■: ]
06[ :■:T:F:T:^: :^:T: :T:Д:■: ]
07[ :■:5:A:^:Д:G:Д:T: :T:Д:■: ]
08[ :■:B: :1:4:E: : : : : :■: ]
09[ :■: :S:T:T:T: :T:T:T:D:∏: ]
10[ :■:3:2:Д:Д:Д: :Д:Д:Д: :■: ]
11[ :■:■:∏:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■: ]
12[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
S = Iliau's Giant Spider
Anthony (Triumph)
(Who is G and who is E?)
DM (Nioca)
(G is the lacewing thug, E is the dragonborn whose weapon you dissolved)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Healing on Casper.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Erika (Duck)
I dip my dagger in poison and stab Maok, aiming for the face.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(...okay, this sounds stupid, but what exactly is at D9?)
DM (Nioca)
(Iliau's spider)
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Anthony (Triumph)
Anthony spends a stamina to make a weighty strike on the lacewing!
DICE
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
DM (Nioca)
Iliau heals 2 damage on Casper for 1 stamina.
Erika dips her dagger in poison, then buries it in Maok's thick hide. Maok seems non-plussed.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Harosh tries to knock down Maok with Orlis's Lesser Tremor again.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
DM (Nioca)
The strike manages to smash a table to pieces.
Casper (Jewels)
Seeing I only have a couple of knives left, I take them out to hold them but cast hypnosis on the human archer. "You should get out while you can like the dwarf did."
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
DM (Nioca)
Maok stumbles slightly as the ground cracks beneath him.
DM (Nioca)
The human archer seems enraged.
Casper (Jewels)
(*fist shakey at bad dice*)
Erika (Duck)
(bye) Duck momentarily relinquishes control of his character.
DM (Nioca)
The spider crawls on the elven archer. You're not entirely sure why.
Enemy turn.
Maok roars and swings at Erika. The club catches her in the chest, but thankfully none of the spikes connect. (2 damage)
The eleven archer feebly stabs the spider for 2 damage.
The human archer snarls (well, gurgle-snarls) and fires another shot at Casper. Casper take the arrow in the stomach. (3 damage)
The dwarven archer mosies on out the door.
The dragonborn punches Anthony solidly in chest. He then nurses his hand after it's sudden contact with Anthony's scale mail.
Thug F swings at Erika, but looses grip on his knife and has to fish it out of a nearby mug of ale.
However, the lacewing thug manages to land his dagger between scales in Anthony's armor. (2 damage)
Combat Map: Round 6
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N
01[ :■: : : : : :■: : : : :■: ]
02[ :■:∏:■:■:■:■:■:■:∏:■:■:■: ]
03[ :■: : : : : : : : :T:Д:■: ]
04[ :□:T: :T:Д: :Д:T: :T:Д:□: ]
05[ :■:Д: :T:Д: :Д:^: : :C:■: ]
06[ :■:T:F:T:^: :^:T: :T:Д:■: ]
07[ :■:5:A:^:Д:G:Д:T: :T:Д:■: ]
08[ :■:B: :1:4:E: : : : : :■: ]
09[ :■: :S:T:^:T: :T:T:T: :∏: ]
10[ :■:3:2:Д:Д:Д: :Д:Д:Д: :■: ]
11[ :■:■:∏:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■: ]
12[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Healing on Casper.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Anthony (Triumph)
Anthony gets annoyed with the lacewing and burns a stamina to try to crush him.
DICE
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
DM (Nioca)
Casper glows like a miniature sun, and all his wounds seal.
Anthony swings another powerful swing, this time crushing a chair.
Casper (Jewels)
Feeling bolstered, I take my time to aim one knife at the human archer. (2 stamina)
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Harosh (Ephesos)
Harosh vaults over the chairs to G10, and fires Tanglebarb Vines at C.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
DM (Nioca)
The knife makes a beautful arc through the air, but the archer is prepared. He manages to duck the knife.
He isn't quite as prepared for it to rebound off the wall and bury itself in his back, though.
This leaves the archer open for Harosh's tanglebarbs, which promptly rip the archer apart. He falls to the ground, still.
Erika whimpers, but can't find an escape route.
The spider, bored, meanders over to Maok and bites him. Maok roars in agony.
Enemy turn.
Maok brings his club about and smashes the spider against the floor. There's an unpleasant squishing noise. (5 damage)
Iliau gets a very nasty surprise when the elven archer stands, aims his bow, and fires an arrow point-blank into hir chest. (4 damage)
The dragonborn tries to kick Anthony in the groin. He overbalances, falls, and hits his head on a piece of wreckage.
Thug F swings at the squished spider. Unfortunately for him, his aim hasn't been improved by his wet dagger.
Meanwhile, the lacewing thug continues on a hot streak, stabbing Anthony again for 2 damage.
Maok suddenly doubles over and moans. He looks a bit queasy.
Combat Map: Round 7
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N
01[ :■: : : : : :■: : : : :■: ]
02[ :■:∏:■:■:■:■:■:■:∏:■:■:■: ]
03[ :■: : : : : : : : :T:Д:■: ]
04[ :□:T: :T:Д: :Д:T: :T:Д:□: ]
05[ :■:Д: :T:Д: :Д:^: : : :■: ]
06[ :■:T:F:T:^: :^:T: :T:Д:■: ]
07[ :■:5:A:^:^:G:Д:T: :T:Д:■: ]
08[ :■:B:S:1:4:E: : : : : :■: ]
09[ :■: : :T:^:T: :T:T:T: :∏: ]
10[ :■:3: :Д:Д:2: :Д:Д:Д: :■: ]
11[ :■:■:∏:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■: ]
12[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
E = Unconscious Thug
DM (Nioca)
(You're making a royal mess of this place, you know that?
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
No way. Maok is making the mess. :P
Casper (Jewels)
I move to H6 and stab thug G.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Anthony (Triumph)
Anthony tries the liquefy the lacewing's dagger.
DICE
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
DM (Nioca)
Casper manages to land a solid blow against the lacewing.
DM (Nioca)
However, Anthony's aim is a bit... off. Which explains why there's now a lacewing colored puddle on the floor now.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Well, then fine. Trying to knock down Maok, like before.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
DM (Nioca)
The sudden tremor cause Maok to run face-first into a wall. He stumbles back, moaning in pain.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Don't kill him!"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Better heal myself.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
DM (Nioca)
Iliau seals 2 damage worth of wounds for 1 stamina.
The spider bites Maok again, but can't get through Maok's thick skin.
Enemy turn.
Maok smashes his club into the spider's leg for 2 damage.
The elven archer shoots at Iliau again, landing another hit for 3 damage.
And the crazed Thug F swings his dagger around wildly, stabs himself in the face with it, and collapses to the floor.
Maok groans, then doubles over and retches. He's starting to look seriously ill.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Argh! Someone finish him off, will you?"
Combat Map: Round 8
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N
01[ :■: : : : : :■: : : : :■: ]
02[ :■:∏:■:■:■:■:■:■:∏:■:■:■: ]
03[ :■: : : : : : : : :T:Д:■: ]
04[ :□:T: :T:Д: :Д:T: :T:Д:□: ]
05[ :■:Д: :T:Д: :Д:^: : : :■: ]
06[ :■:T: :T:^: :^:T: :T:Д:■: ]
07[ :■:5:A:^:^: :Д:T: :T:Д:■: ]
08[ :■:B:S:1:4:E: : : : : :■: ]
09[ :■: : :T:^:T: :T:T:T: :∏: ]
10[ :■:3: :Д:Д:2: :Д:Д:Д: :■: ]
11[ :■:■:∏:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■: ]
12[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
Harosh (Ephesos)
(...awesome fumble)
Anthony (Triumph)
Anthony ponders the possibility of opening his own magic-powered fruit smoothie business as he casts liquefy on Maok's club.
DICE
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Kill the elf! The elf!"
DM (Nioca)
Maok swings his club as Anthony fires, causing the spell to melt part of the wall.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Healing on myself again.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Harosh (Ephesos)
(That one's still alive?!)
Casper (Jewels)
I throw my last knife at the elf archer (1 stamina) then move to k5 and start collecting the knives I had thrown.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Anthony (Triumph)
(LOL.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
Harosh just flings more vines at B, then.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Harosh (Ephesos)
...
DM (Nioca)
Iliau mispronounces the spell. One of hir wounds suddenly looks infected (1 damage, 1 stamina)
The elf gets struck in the arm by the knife, but through some innate determination, remains standing.
Vines are flung, and entangle a nearby mug of ale.
The spider, in a fit of rage, leaps onto Maok's face. Presuming from Maok's yelling, there's a bit of biting going on.
Enemy turn.
Maok flails around, failing to detach the spider.
The elven archer, however, aims true once again. The arrow grazes Iliau for 1 damage.
Iliau is looking seriously worn.
Maok stumbles and falls slightly, and looks slightly dizzy. Or maybe it's the spider on his face.
Combat Map: Round 9
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N
01[ :■: : : : : :■: : : : :■: ]
02[ :■:∏:■:■:■:■:■:■:∏:■:■:■: ]
03[ :■: : : : : : : : :T:Д:■: ]
04[ :□:T: :T:Д: :Д:T: :T:Д:□: ]
05[ :■:Д: :T:Д: :Д:^: :1: :■: ]
06[ :■:T: :T:^: : :T: :T:Д:■: ]
07[ :■:5:A:^:^: :Д:T: :T:Д:■: ]
08[ :■:B:S: :4:E: : : : : :■: ]
09[ :■: : :T:^:T: :T:T:T: :∏: ]
10[ :■:3: :Д:Д:2: :Д:Д:Д: :■: ]
11[ :■:■:∏:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■:■: ]
12[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
Harosh (Ephesos)
Vines. Elf. DIE.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Anthony (Triumph)
Anthony attacks Maok.
DICE
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Casper (Jewels)
I take careful aim at the archer elf with two knives I pulled out of the human archer. (2stamina)
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
DM (Nioca)
Anthony delivers a powerful blow to the back of Maok's head. Maok collapses to the ground with a single grunt.
Harosh's vines go wide again.
However, Casper manages to put a knife each in the elf's eyes.
For a moment, he remains standing.
Then he finally collapses.
The spider rolls over, curls itself into a ball, and disappears with a poof of smoke.
End combat. (Finally!)
Anthony (Triumph)
Panting, Anthony declares "That. Was. The. Most. Epic. Barfight. I've. Ever. Seen."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I also fall over and curl up. No disappearing or smoke, though.
Casper (Jewels)
I search the human archer for loot and weapons before returning to the elf archer to retrieve my other daggers and search is body as well.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Harosh pants, and immediately starts sorting through his seed pouch.
"These must've gone bad..."
DM (Nioca)
Roll, Casper.
Anthony (Triumph)
(Farewell! Twas entertaining!) Anthony leaves the party.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Casper (Jewels)
"Well that was fun..." I grumble sarcastically. "Anybody left for us to interrogate this time?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
I'm gonna check to see if Maok is still alive.
DM (Nioca)
Casper finds two bows in good condition, 13 arrows, 18 silver, and 5 gold.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Someone should make sure Iliau is still alive."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Barely."
I take ten on my next healing spell.
DM (Nioca)
Maok appears mostly dead. The back of his skull is caved in, and the front is severely bitten.
Iliau heals herself for 8 (1 stamina)
Harosh (Ephesos)
...well dang. I'll search him, then.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Harosh (Ephesos)
...OH COME ON
DM (Nioca)
You're able to find the massive spiked club, but nothing else.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(E is still alive but unconscious, right?)
DM (Nioca)
(Right)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Man, we are seriously short on people now.)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I pick myself up and search E.
DM (Nioca)
(Yeah...)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Summon Maggie.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
DM (Nioca)
You find the nice studded armor he was wearing, along with 7 gold, and a mysterious brown potion.
Casper (Jewels)
I walk over to the unconscious thug with Iliau. "Should we tie him up before he wakes up?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Do we want to leave him alive for any reason? We could just kill him."
Casper (Jewels)
"He might know where that mysterious guy he was protecting went."
"I could try to get a straight answer out of him, or read his mind if he's not cooperating."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Well just in case..."
Nonlethal vines on the thug.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Harosh (Ephesos)
...
DM (Nioca)
Vines sprout around the thug, binding him.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I put on the armor.
DM (Nioca)
You hear a whimper. The bartender is looking at the carnage, peeping out from behind the barricaded door.
Casper (Jewels)
I bend down to slap the thug a bit to wake him up. "Wakey, wakey, sleepy head."
DM (Nioca)
The thug stirs and slowly wakes up.
Casper (Jewels)
I cast hypnosis on him. "You'll answer our questions truthfully and completely."
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Harosh (Ephesos)
Harosh sighs.
DM (Nioca)
The dragonborn glares at you.
Armored Thug (NPC)
"I have to answer nothing."
DM (Nioca)
He spits at you.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I search F and G.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Armored Thug (NPC)
"Finish it. Kill me."
DM (Nioca)
Iliau finds 12 coppers and 6 silvers.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Well. If you insist."
Casper (Jewels)
"All right, fine. But first, where is the man you were protecting?" I cast read mind on him instead.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Harosh hefts the shovel.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Casper (Jewels)
(It's a 20, can I keep asking questions to get answers?)
DM (Nioca)
(To a limited extent.)
DM (Nioca)
The dragonborn just glares at you.
Casper (Jewels)
"We only want to ask Sven a few questions. He's worthless to us dead. Where is he now?"
DM (Nioca)
The dragonborn sneers.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Can I just hit him now?"
Armored Thug (NPC)
"That's what frustrates you, isn't it? That I know, and you can't get the answers from me?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Yeah. Hit him."
Casper (Jewels)
"Not yet."
"Soon, but not yet."
"Where will Sven be headed when he leaves tomorrow?"
Armored Thug (NPC)
"How... how did you know that?"
DM (Nioca)
The dragonborn looks alarmed.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I approach the door with the bartender behind it.
Casper (Jewels)
I tap my forehead. "I have my ways."
DM (Nioca)
The bartender squeaks in terror and slams the door again.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"I know it's not enough to repair for the damages, but it's all I can give."
I slide all but 3 gold under the door.
DM (Nioca)
You hear someone say something behind the door. You think it might be 'thank you'.
Casper (Jewels)
"Sure you don't want to just tell us what we want to know? We may let you live."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I return to the group. "Is it time to hit him yet?"
Armored Thug (NPC)
"I owe Sven my life. I'd gladly give it for him."
DM (Nioca)
The dragonborn closes his eyes.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I think it's time to hit him."
Casper (Jewels)
"Would Sven like it if we brought you to him alive?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I don't want to, but this is just irritating."
Casper (Jewels)
(You guys are so bloodthirsty...)
Armored Thug (NPC)
"Maybe. But I won't lead assassins to him."
Casper (Jewels)
(Our only lead and you're begging to kill him.)
"Well, how about this? We let you go and you spread the word that we didn't kill you and that we just want to talk to Sven."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"For the love of the gods, why does everyone assume we are assassins? Anyone will try to kill you if you draw a blade on them!"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Hah. If we were assassins, we'd be competent."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Or we'd use subtlety and tact."
Harosh clicks his wings irritably, and goes to find his ale.
Armored Thug (NPC)
"Fine."
The dragonborn seems reluctant.
Harosh finds his ale, mercifully undamaged.
There's a few other mugs of ale too.
Casper (Jewels)
"Is there another tavern around here where Sven wouldn't mind meeting us? Preferably one we can get a room at for the night at a cheap price?"
DM (Nioca)
The dragonborn snorts.
Armored Thug (NPC)
"You're looking for more taverns? How many does a single city need?"
"If Sven wants to meet you, he'll meet you on his terms."
Casper (Jewels)
"I understand. I just want someplace I can sleep tonight."
"I don't know if this bartender will let us stay here."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I sit down next to Harosh. "Gah."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"And we'd like to meet him. If someone will finally let us!"
Harosh drinks.
Casper (Jewels)
"Please don't mind my... companions. They're a little high strung after their attempted murders."
Armored Thug (NPC)
"Can I go, now?"
Casper (Jewels)
"What about Reat? Where does he frequent?"
Armored Thug (NPC)
"I don't know. And frankly, I've said enough."
DM (Nioca)
He tries getting up, but is still entangled.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Oh, just let him go. Maybe he'll do us a favor and have Sven set up an ambush for us somewhere besides a tavern, because I'm frankly getting really tired of them."
Casper (Jewels)
I shrug. "All right." I cut him loose and back off.
DM (Nioca)
The dragonborn gets up shakily and, without another word, exits out the side door.
Suddenly, a loud peal echoes through that side alley.
Casper (Jewels)
"Gah, what now?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I cautiously look out a window.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"2 silver says it's Xuan."
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Well, the dragonborn is alive. I think someone else was less lucky."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I drink.
Casper (Jewels)
I huff. "Just so you guys know, Sven is leaving town tomorrow. But if we can't find him or if he doesn't come to us, we can try looking up this brigand named Reat. It's as good a lead as we've ever had.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Did any mugs of stuff other than ale survive?
DM (Nioca)
Yes.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"So we're not sleeping tonight, then."
Casper (Jewels)
"Oh, I'm sleeping. I don't know where, but I'm sleeping."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"But he's leaving town tomorrow."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I slide one towards Harosh.
Casper (Jewels)
"And you think we'll find him if we tromp out in the dark right now?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Anyone remember how to get out of this section of town?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Honestly, what are we supposed to do?"
Casper (Jewels)
I shrug. "Wait for him."
DM (Nioca)
There's a scream of agony from outside.
Casper (Jewels)
"...or we could go fight some more."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Ah, crap."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Oh, right."
Harosh (Ephesos)
Harosh gets up to look outside.
Casper (Jewels)
I groan as I go look outside too.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I join them at the window.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Who's there, and do I need to hit you with a shovel?"
DM (Nioca)
You see two bodies lying on the ground.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Is either one moving?
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Can we tell who they are?
DM (Nioca)
No to both.
Casper (Jewels)
I check for pulses.
DM (Nioca)
Casper approaches the bodies, discovering a truly grisly sight. It appears that massive blisters festered on their skins. They're practically swimming in their own blood.
One is the dragonborn that you released.
Casper (Jewels)
I back away quickly.
DM (Nioca)
The other is the body of a human... a human with seven fingers.
It appears Sven isn't leaving town after all.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I avert my eyes.
Casper (Jewels)
"Well there goes that idea..."
DM (Nioca)
As Casper starts to back away, waves of agony suddenly rend his body.
He collapses to his knees as what feels to be millions of hot daggers pierce his skin. Then just as quickly, it fades.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I un-avert my eyes and try to scan the area.
Casper (Jewels)
"Poison!"
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Can you stand?"
DM (Nioca)
You hear the sound of wheezy laughter.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Get back inside."
DM (Nioca)
Harosh fails to find anything.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(...just say Harosh fails at everything, it's faster.)
Casper (Jewels)
"Who's there?" I demand.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Get back inside, you idiot!"
DM (Nioca)
Erika gets up from her corner in the tavern. (Erika returns to the party)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Have a nice nap, did you?"
Casper (Jewels)
I get up and keep backing away though slowly. "If they wanted me dead, I'd be dead already, I think."
DM (Nioca)
Casper gets hit with another blast of pain. This one feels different, though... like molten lead is pouring through his veins. (3 damage)
The laughing intensifies, then abruptly fades.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Gah."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I sprint outside and drag Casper back into the tavern.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Harosh ducks behind the cover of the window.
Casper (Jewels)
I crawl into a fetal position. "I want my momma..."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Grab tables! Barricade the windows and doors!"
DM (Nioca)
Several festering blisters, similar to the ones on the bodies outside, have formed on Casper's body.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Are we inside now?)
DM (Nioca)
Yes.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Harosh does so, trying to avoid passing past windows.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I slam the door behind me and take ten to cast a curing spell on Casper.
DM (Nioca)
Expending a stamina, Iliau casts a powerful curing spell on Casper. He glows brightly for a moment, and waves of dark mist pour out of him.
The blisters remain, but no new ones seem to be forming.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Harosh avoids the mist as he continues trying to reinforce the doors and windows.
DM (Nioca)
Harosh successfully barricades the inn.
Casper (Jewels)
"I guess we're sleeping here tonight then," I squeak.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(I am at 1 stamina. Unless you want to try your luck at untrained first aid, don't get hurt.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Yes, excellent."
Casper (Jewels)
I look for a broom to sweep the splinters away from a small corner.
DM (Nioca)
So you're resting?
Casper (Jewels)
Yes.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I don't see another option. I'm gonna make sure the bartender is still here and alive, and try to block the other exits.
DM (Nioca)
You successfully block both exits. The bartender still seems to be alive, but is barricaded in her own room.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(This bartender keeps swapping genders.)
DM (Nioca)
(he's an elf. Elves are like that. :-P )
Erika (Duck)
(I thought it was a goblin. :P)
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I'll keep watch."
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
DM (Nioca)
You nestle down to go to sleep...
Morning slowly comes. Thankfully, you all make it through the night.
(Everyone recovers 5 health and 5 stamina)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Even me?)
DM (Nioca)
(Even you. Though you weren't all that drained anyway, so it really doesn't matter)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Ah, no real problem.)
DM (Nioca)
Casper's blisters are still hanging around, and are rather sore.
You also realize that you're down to four. Anthony is nowhere to be found.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Is it too early to drink?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Oh now how in the hells did he manage that?"
"I swear I was watching every inch of this place!"
DM (Nioca)
You realize that he wasn't there during your watch either.
Casper (Jewels)
I cast Resmancy on one of the archer's bows.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Harosh (Ephesos)
Harosh swears and goes to check the barricades.
DM (Nioca)
The barricades are still strong.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Alright, wish me luck."
Harosh frees up an opening in the barricade to get a good look at outside.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Luck."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I think we're fine."
Casper (Jewels)
"Hey, guys. How many dwarves have we run across so far on this expedition?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Let's see..."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I join Harosh outside and look around.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"There was the archer last night."
(continues removing barricades)
Erika (Duck)
"The one passed out on the cart."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"There was the weaponsmith going to Alaris's house."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Anthony.
Casper (Jewels)
"I wasn't with you for those two."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Yes, and there's Anthony. Who is now gone."
"What's your point?"
(continues moving the tables back into place)
DM (Nioca)
A few brigands whistle as they enter the room. They order a couple drinks from the bartender.
Casper (Jewels)
"I'm seeing a dwarf that I think I've seen before. It may be a lead for who we can talk to now that Sven is dead."
"But it wasn't the archer from last night."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Nioca, I'm looking around outside.)
DM (Nioca)
Okay.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I step back inside.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"...well?"
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 13 (Thievery: Pickpocketing brigand)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"I found a copper piece. But unless the mysterious assassin dropped it and we can trace it back to them using some sort of epic locating spell, I think it's useless."
"We should move on."
Casper (Jewels)
"I see two options. One, we go looking for that dwarf archer that stormed out on us last night, or two, we go looking for Reat. Any other ideas?"
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 5 (Thievery: Pickpocketing brigand leader)
Casper (Jewels)
"I thought I had an epic locating spell once... turns out it's only epic if I've been to that place before and can recognize it."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I don't think searching for a single individual is terribly productive either way. I just don't have a better plan."
DM (Nioca)
One of the brigands whirls on Erika and punches her in the face, hard. (2 damage)
Brigand (NPC)
"Damn pickpockets..."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"We could leave the town and mug the first bandits we run across?"
Casper (Jewels)
"I still might be able to see their face though. Mind if I give it a whirl Iliau?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"...yeah. Sure. Do whatever you want."
Harosh (Ephesos)
Harosh sighs, and drags Erika away from the brigands.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Casper (Jewels)
I take the copper from Iliau and cast resmancy on it.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Casper (Jewels)
"Meh, it came from Sven's pocket. Can't see anything else."
DM (Nioca)
The door opens again, and a little boy enters.
He looks around for a moment, then tugs on Harosh's sleeve.
Messenger Boy (NPC)
"Excuse me, sir..."
"Sir?"
DM (Nioca)
He continues tugging.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Yes?"
Messenger Boy (NPC)
"This is for you."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I watch the boy carefully in case he tries pickpocketing.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Is it going to explode? Or poison me? Or bite me?"
DM (Nioca)
He hands you a piece of parchment.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I take the parchment, and read it.
DM (Nioca)
You open up the letter and read it...
End Session.

